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A unique bevel cut lid and 
bottom frame give this 
elegant jewelry box, 
featureing the new INCRA 
Cornerpost Double Dove-
tail Joinery, a distinctive 
oriental fl air.

Strip laminations and the INCRA Double Dovetail Joinery give 
this piece a very distinguished look.

.....................138

Th is elegantly simple design features half-blind dovetail joinery 
and lift off  lids.

No musical background required, this easy-as-pie project 
plays a two note harmony that no child can resist.

If you remember this fun fi lled whistle from your child-
hood, you’ll want to make sure that your children, and 
theirs, remember it too!

A design inspired by the Egyptian pyramids, the intricate pattern 
on the fl oating panel is cut by synchronizing four diff erent router 
bit diameters.
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No painted dots on these handcrafted dominoes - they’re engraved! A true 
collector’s set.

NEW JOINERY

EX
CLUSIVE NEW

INCRA JOINTS

With the lid closed, the thin strips of wood in the top lamination align 
perfectly with details in the Double Dovetail Joinery of this striking box.

An easy to build project designed to hold your favorite set of dominoes.

Contrasting strips of wood arranged in a simple geometric 
progression create a tantalizing visual eff ect.

INCLUDES FREE TEMPLATES 
FOR MAKING THESE EXCLUSIVE

NEW INCRA JOINTS.

EAGLETAIL
.................... 69
More than just a 
“dove“ tail, the Cor-
nerpost Eagletail will 
lift your woodworking 
skills to new heights.

THROUGH 
DOVETAIL™ ... 55
One of the fanciest 
joints ever invented. 
Once you’ve mastered 
this, you’re a certifi ed 
INCRA PRO!
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NEW JOINERY

EX
CLUSIVE NEW

INCRA JOINTS

........................ 62

A dramatic and very 
versatile joint that can 
be made with any of the 
standard INCRA 
dovetail templates.

.......................... 65

Th is attractive variation 
of the Cornerpost Dovetail 
transforms the INCRA 
Double Dovetail into a 
decorative joint visible 
from all sides.

Decorative lamination techniques are combined with the 
natural wedging action of opposing dovetails to produce a 
functional and attractive bookstand for your desk or mantle.

Carry or display your cards in this streamlined case highlight-
ed by an integral wooden hinge. Impressive!

A dramatic box design outlined with contrasting woods and 
featuring a laminated raised panel lid, INCRA wooden 
hinges, and a striking angular lift handle.
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     Measuring accuracy and cut placement are two important keys to 
woodworking success.  One improperly placed cut is often the diff erence 
between a family heirloom and a piece of fi rewood.  When I think about the 
many fi ne examples of woodworking from the days before electricity, I can’t help
but marvel at the sheer mastery and resourcefulness of the traditional craftsman.
Measuring with little more than sticks of wood and hand cutting every piece, he
developed the ability to be both confi dent and consistent with the relationship
between measure and cut. 

     Today’s woodworker is not unlike the traditional craftsman of yesterday.  We
both rely on the techniques, tools and teachings of our day, each of us aspiring 
to make our work the best that it can be.  We work to develop our skills and 
methods and utilize the best of our resources to fi nd the safest and most 
accurate methods of production.

     In our search for the perfect cut, we have seen our tools evolve before our 
very eyes.  Many hand tools have been replaced by power tools making cutting 
operations quicker and easier.  Th e wooden ruler and carpenter’s square have
been replaced by the machinist’s rule with graduations in thirty-seconds and 
sixty-fourths and by the dial caliper with graduations in thousandths.  Table saw
fences have been rethought to make positioning with a ruler a thing of the past.
Machine shop accuracy in the woodshop has fi nally come of age. 

     Of course, hand skills still remain an important part of woodworking artistry, 
but if yesterday’s craftsman could have used a table saw, set the fence to blade
distance with a quick motion of the hand, and made a perfectly placed cut, I 
believe he would have done so.  He would have taken advantage of the best that 
woodworking technology had to off er.

     Whether your INCRA System is the fi rst generation “Original”, the feature 
laden LS Positioner or any model in between, each off ers true machine shop 
precision and repeatability, a fundamentally new concept in the woodshop.  
What is this repeatability?  It’s being able to make a cut at say, 1” from the edge 
of a board, move the fence to another position, and then come back two hours 
or two days later and duplicate that cut to within one thousandth of an inch or 
better.  It provides even the beginning woodworker with cut placement control 
rivaling that of the most talented master craftsman.  Repeatability is a dream 
come true for the woodworker, regardless of skill level.

     Th e projects in this book were designed to take advantage of the unique 
capabilities of your INCRA Positioning System. Th ey illustrate a few of its 
many applications in the woodshop, from se at the router table and table saw 
to the drill press.  I hope that you will fi nd these projects interesting; more 
importantly, I hope they will provide you with food for thought and become a 
stepping stone on your path to discovering the many intricacies of woodworking 
using this amazing new tool.     







II
GETTING STARTED
     Th is chapter is devoted to getting the most out of your INCRA System, 

and the ideas and projects presented in this book. We’ll begin with a glossary 

to help with the terms and references used throughout the text. Th en, we’ll 

have a look at the components of a router table system: the fence, the router, 

and the table top. We’ll discuss what to look for in each component and 

what to look out for. Also included are plans for a simple but very functional 

INCRA JIG router table top and an interesting clamping system for your 

INCRA JIG’s plywood base.













Materials & Supplies

1 Router Table Top
(You should already have
applied the plastic laminate
top and bottom and the 
hardwood edging.)

Baseplate

Drill with 3/8” drill bit

3/4” x 12” x 18” plywood

Double sided tape

Router

1/2” to 3/4” diameter 
pattern bit with a 
maximum cutter length
of 3/4”

Jigsaw

2

3

4

5

6

7

8







III
TECHNIQUES
     Beginning with a discussion of the two most important fence 

alignment processes, “centering“ and “zeroing“, the sections to 

follow address a variety if useful techniques. 

You’ll fi nd charts to help you with selecting and understanding 

the relationship between stock thickness, router bits and 

templates. Th ere are accurate formulas for use in determining 

stock length when producing various corner joinery. Box 

making techniques include: how to line boxes with leather, 

adding compartments and lift out trays, and a hinge mortising 

template for the INCRA wooden hinge. You’ll also fi nd plans for 

a vertical holding jig which can be used at your table saw for 

making raised panel cuts. Th e plans include two auxiliary face 

plates for cutting tenons and splined miters.











ROUTER BIT     STOCK THICKNESS    TEMPLATE OPTIONS

1/8” Straight    1/8”    BOXA

3/16” Straight   3/16”         BOXB, BOXC

1/4” Straight    1/4”    BOX4, BOX5, BOXD

            BOXE, BOXF

3/8” Straight    3/8”    BOX1, BOX2, BOX3
       BOXG, BOXH, BOXI
       DDBOX1

ROUTER BIT       STOCK THICKNESS                    TEMPLATE OPTIONS

Half-blind Dovetails,**
INCRA Double Dovetail,
INCRA Cornerpost Double Dovetail

Through Dovetail***

1/4”-7.5° Dovetail

5/16”-9° Dovetail

3/8”-9° Dovetail

1/2”-14° Dovetail

1/2”-14° Dovetail

17/32”-14° Dovetail

5/8”-7° Dovetail

5/8”-7° Dovetail

3/4”-7° Dovetail

3/4”-7° Dovetail

3/8”

1/4” to 3/8”

3/8”

3/8” to 1/2”

1/2”

1/2”

3/4”

1”

3/4”

1”

1/4”

3/16”

1/4”

1/4”

3/8”

3/8”

1/2”

3/4”

1/2”

3/4”

DOV8, DOVA, DOVB, DOVC
DOVD, IDDA*

DOV7, DOVE, DOVF

DOV5, DOV6, DOVG, DOVH,
DOVI, IDD2*, IDDB*, IDDC*

DOV1, DOV2, DOV3, DOV4,
DOVJ, DOVK, DOVL, DOVM,
IDD1*, IDDD*, IDDE*

DOVN, DOVO, DOVP, DOVQ

DOV1, DOV2, DOV3, DOV4,
DOVJ, DOVK, DOVL, DOVM,
IDD1*, IDDD*,IDDE*

DOVR, IDDF*

DOV10, DOVS

DOVT

DOV9, DOVU





























To give your section dividers and lift out
tray a dramatic touch that really
dresses up your box interior, add a 3/32”
strip of contrasting color wood to the
top of each of the dividers.  See photo
on page 36.  I use the same color wood
for this strip that I used in the trim
section of my box joinery.  Of course,
adding this strip of wood to one divider
at a time is much too tedious, so to
save time, I begin my section dividers
with a lamination.  See Fig. 13.  Starting
with 3/4” stock, cut the pieces to the
dimensions shown on the right side of
the drawing and glue them up.  When
the glue dries, joint one face, then resaw
the lamination at the bandsaw to yield
two pieces, each a little less than 3/8”
thick.  These can now be planed down to
1/4”.  The 1” wide strips for the dividers
are then ripped from the stock.









Materials List             T     x     W     x     L          Material

Template                1/4”           8”          10”        Baltic birch plywood

Fence                     3/4”        3/4”          10”        Hard maple

A

B











Materials List           T  x  W  x  L              Material

Base               3/4”     9”        9”          Plywood

Top               3/4”     7”        9”         Plywood

Runners               1/2”    1/2”      9”       Hardwood or plywood

Scale marker       3/4”     5”    6-1/2”*       Hardwood

Face plate           3/4”     9”       11”          Plywood

A

B

C

D

E







IV
INCRA

JOINERY
      In the few years since its fi rst appearance in woodworking shops around the
world, INCRA JIG has quickly established itself as one of the fi nest and most versatile
joinery systems available.  With it, box joints can be cut with any combination of pin 
and groove spacing imaginable.  Half-blind and through dovetails can be quickly and 
accurately produced using the preprinted INCRA templates.  By customizing the
patterns as described on page 17 of the Master Reference Guide, you can create an 
unlimited number of joint patterns.  Indeed, with joinery regarded by many as the 
measure of a woodworker’s skill, it is not surprising that a tool off ering such fl exibility 
should do well.  But box joints, half-blind and through dovetails were just the 
beginning.

      Along with the traditional joinery, INCRA JIG also ushered in a new genre of
woodworking joints, the decorative double joinery.  Th e beautiful INCRA Double
Dovetail and the spectacular INCRA Double-Double Box Joint were fi rst, and as you’ll
see in the sections to follow, they’ll not be the last.  Two of the four new joints to
follow, the Double-Double Th rough Dovetail and the Cornerpost Eagletail, are made
using the templates included with this book.  Th e other two decorative joints, the
Cornerpost Dovetail and the Cornerpost Double Dovetail, can be made with any
INCRA dovetail or double dovetail template using the techniques decribed.  You’ll
also read about a new approach to making many of these double joints that doesn’t
require a thickness planer. 

      Included with each new joint discussion is a helpful chart and paragraph headed
“Formula for Success”.  Here you’ll fi nd suggested templates, stock thickness, stock
width, and the appropriate “center out” to use in the centering process.  Th ese
suggestions, when used with the step-by-step descriptions for cutting the joints, will
have you well on your way to creating your own INCRA masterpiece.









Color Arrangement:
In Fig. 2 on page 55, the light 
dovetail side of the piece has a 
dark trim section while the dark 
box jointed side has a light trim
section.  This is a pleasing
arrangement, but don’t limit 
yourself.  With four pieces of 
wood in the corner joint, each 
could be a different color.  
Or, you might try making all four 
sides blond and the two trim 
sections each a different color.  
Use your imagination!









Stock Width              

1-11/16”

3”

4-5/16”

5-5/8”

“Center” Cut              

8A

3B

8A

3B

Template -
Double-Double Through Dovetail









Stock Width       “Center” Cut        Tail Cuts        Pin Cuts

2-7/8”                     10B                      A                    B

3-3/4”                     10B                      B                    A

4-5/8”                     10B                      A                    B

5-1/2”                     10B                      B                    A

6-3/8”                     10B                      A                    B

7-1/4”                     10B                      B                    A

8-1/8”                     10B                      A                    B

   9”                        10B                      B                    A

Stock Width       “Center” Cut        Tail Cuts        Pin Cuts

2-7/8”                     5B                       A                     B

3-3/4”                     5B                       B                     A

4-5/8”                     5B                       A                     B

5-1/2”                     5B                       B                     A

6-3/8”                     5B                       A                     B

7-1/4”                     5B                       B                     A



COLOR
Here are a few color contrast
suggestions you can use when 
making this joint:

1

2

3

Front/Back & Sides - use a light
colored wood (maple, birch, ash)
Cornerpost Section - same as
above 
Trim Section - use a dark
colored wood (walnut, cherry or
one of the many dark exotics)
See photo above.

Front/Back & Sides - use a dark
colored wood (walnut, cherry or
one of the many dark exotics)
Cornerpost Section - same as 
above
Trim Section - use a light
colored wood (maple, birch, ash)
See Jewelry Box photo on page
138.

In each of the above examples, 
the cornerpost is from the
same species as the front/back
and sides.  What about the
introduction of a third species
for the cornerpost?  You could
then use this third color wood in
the lid frame to bring it all
together. 







Stock Width          “Center” Cut

2-5/8”      4C

3-3/4”      3B

4-7/8”         4C

6”        3B

Stock Width          “Center” Cut

2-5/8”      8C

3-3/4”      7B

4-7/8”         8C

6”        7B

7-1/8”                       8C

8-1/4”                       7B





Template -
Double-Double Through Dovetail

Stock Width

1-11/16”

3”

4-5/16”

5-5/8”

“Center” Cut

8A

3B

8A

3B
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Color Arrangement:
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Stock Width          “Center” Cut

2-5/8”      4C

3-3/4”      3B

4-7/8”         4C

6”        3B

Stock Width          “Center” Cut

2-5/8”      8C

3-3/4”      7B

4-7/8”         8C

6”        7B

7-1/8”                       8C

8-1/4”                       7B





Template -
Double-Double Through Dovetail

Stock Width

1-11/16”

3”

4-5/16”

5-5/8”

“Center” Cut

8A

3B

8A

3B
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